Heppen, Dedrick discuss dormitories

Director of Student residences Fr. Michael Heppen and Physical Plant Director Joe Dedrick recently met with Observer News Editor Bill Hill to discuss current renovations in on-campus student housing.

Q: What are your immediate plans for the dormitories?

A: (Dedrick) Immediately, we plan to continue the long-range dormitory renovation project that we started in the summer of 1980. Our first concern, particularly in some of the older residence halls, was that of fire safety. We looked at the exits, put in new exit towers, and addressed the fire safety of the corridors. In the last couple of years we have installed sprinkler systems and fire safety in some of the more run-down dorms, the so-called "fire resistant" dorms like Pangborn, Roll Hall, Walsh Hall, Badin Hall, and Carroll Hall. We also put individual room hard-wired smoke detectors in each of these buildings. We are going to continue that program that we are even going to work at additional fire safety in some of the more marginal buildings, the so-called "fire resistant" dorms like Pangborn, Fisher Kerman, Stanford, and Breen-Phillips which are made of concrete. We plan to add individual smoke detectors and detection systems in those dorms.

Q: What is the status of all the dormitories have fire towers or something comparable now?

A: (Heppen) There is a problem in a couple of dorms that we have not addressed yet. For example, we have a "dead" corridor in Alumni which has to be addressed someplace down the line. I think we also have a dead corridor in Dillon. (Dedrick) It's true we have those corridors, but they are not long enough that I would consider them a hazard. (Heppen) We are conducting an ongoing study of what has to be done here in the future to make the halls as safe as possible.

Q: What other renovations are you planning?

A: (Dedrick) In addition to the safety, we are also addressing some of the "ambiance of the dorms." The cracked plaster has been replaced or repaired, we replaced showers and toilets in Badin Hall, and we have created new rooms in Carroll Hall. If you talk to boys who have lived in Carroll for the past three years they will tell you what an upgrade of life has occurred there. (Heppen) We are also addressing the flexibility of the dorms. One of the unfortunate things is that some of these dorms were built for students in the '50s, '60s and '70s, when students did not have as much 'electrical equipment as they do today. There were no stereo or TV's in dorms when I came to school.

See Q&A, page 4

The formal commemoration of the 25th anniversary of O'Laughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's was held yesterday. The concert featured the music of Norman Dello Joio. (photo by Cheryl Erzen)

After Sadat's funeral

Gunmen attack minister's home

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Egyptian police sources said yesterday that gunmen in two cars sprayed machine gun fire at the home of Interior Minister Nabawy Ismail, killing an unidentified number of his bodyguards. Ismail told a news conference the report was "completely false."

The police sources said the attack occurred hours after the funeral on Saturday of President Anwar Sadat. They also said there were armed attacks on at least two police stations in Cairo, and a shootout between police and Muslim fundamentalists barricaded inside a Cairo mosque.

Security sources, meanwhile, said they were seeking at least two other suspects in the assassination of Sadat last Tuesday.

Ismail called a news conference minutes after the report of the attack on his house, but later refused to field questions. Instead, he took reporters on a tour of his offices and, in the process, said there was no attack on his house.

He characterized the report, from sources whose reports in the past have been "completely false," as "totally a lie, don't believe it." Then he said there would be no news conference, and told reporters to leave.

Reporters who drove by his house last night saw no evidence of damage but security men prevented reporters from getting a close look.

The police sources said the cars used in the attack — a white Peugeot and an orange Fiat 125 — were believed to be the same vehicles used by armed men who assaulted two police stations in Cairo on Saturday.

The official Libyan news agency JANA had reported Saturday that Egyptian guerrillas ransacked the Sahaba police barracks Friday afternoon and that a number of people were killed or wounded.

JANA in reports in the Libyan capital of Tripoli, also reported Saturday that Egyptian "patriotic guerrillas" had blown up two major railroad lines.

An Egyptian security official said authorities are seeking four more suspects in connection with Sadat's assassination during a military parade in Nasr City, a suburb of Cairo.

The government has insisted that only four men — three civilians in army uniforms and an artillery lieutenant — had participated in the attack against Sadat.

Thatcher condemns latest IRA attack

LONDON (AP) — Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher yesterday took flak from the soldiers and civilians wounded by the IRA's bomb attack on a bus carrying Irish Guards and condemned the bombing as a "cold, callous, brutal and sub-human" act.

"I shall never, never give them political status — never," Mrs. Thatcher said of the outlawed Irish Republican Army, which claimed responsibility for Saturday's deadly bombing. Scotland Yard said the attack, which came exactly one week after the collapse of the IRA's "7-month long hunger strike in Northern Ireland's Maze Prison, could signal the start of a new terror campaign in the British capital.

Guerrillas using a command wire attached to a van set off the explosion as a bus carrying 23 Irish Guards back from duty at the Tower of London passed by, authorities said.

A 62-year-old woman passerby was killed and 58 other people, including 22 of the guardsmen and two children aged 2 and 5, were wounded in the shower of nails from the bomb and glass debris flying from nearby buildings. Witnesses said nails pierced some of the victims in the face, head and body.

Thirteen people, including 10 soldiers and the wife of one of them, were still hospitalized yesterday. Defense Ministry spokesman said

See THATCHER, page 3
Egypt's "foremost friend" in the Middle East is the United States, according to a statement made yesterday by American Secretary of State Alexander Haig. Haig also predicted a reconciliation soon between Egypt and Saudi Arabia. He also said the United States had become more involved in the Sharon, Syria, Lebanon problem, and the presidency of Anwar Sadat's assassination, "demonstrating that it is not fatal to be an ally of the United States." "We're going to have to show a hell of a lot of love here from time to time," Haig added. He met with Egyptian President-designate Hosni Mubarak for nearly an hour yesterday in the second meeting since the Haig arrived Friday at the head of the U.S. delegation to Sadat's funeral. "The United States intends to work actively with our friends in the region, and foremost among them is the government of Egypt and the president of Egypt, whom our friendship and respect have been deepened by this tragedy," Haig said. "We would welcome closer relationship between Egypt and Saudi Arabia," Haig said. "Do not expect it to be too difficult in the weeks ahead." Saudi Arabia's conservative government has not linked any other Arab regimes severed diplomatic ties with Egypt because of the Egyptian-Israeli peace pact. 

The Soviet Union issued a statement early today attacking the United States of "bullying pressure" on Egypt by alleging American military forces after the assassination of Egyptian President Sadat yesterday. The announcement followed a Russian patch by the official Fara news agency said: "The Soviet government resolutely condemns U.S. attempts at interfering in any way in the internal affairs of the Arab Republic of Egypt. "What is happening around Egypt cannot but affect the interests of the Soviet Union's security and the prospects for the development of events." The statement, apparently written by top Kremlin leaders, did not refer directly to the assassination Tuesday nor did it specify how developments in Cairo should be viewed in the context of world affairs. It quoted "Tass statements" that serve as major Soviet policy pronouncements, but it rarely cites direct government to government communications. It began today's dispatch by saying: "The following statement by the government of the U.S.S.R. to the government of the United States is always looking for new reporters. If you like to write and can devote a few hours each week to reporting, visit our offices at Latham's third floor. Call to one of our news editors. They'll be happy to help you get started.

We also have openings for late-night production workers. Prior experience is not necessary; we train applicants. Promotion to paid positions depends on the quality of your reports.

The Observer now Borrows welcome information leading to the investigation of crimes in the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community. If you have witnessed a crime that should be reported, call our offices at 285-8601 or 1715. All sources are guaranteed confidentiality. The Observer is your newspaper. Comments and constructive criticism are appreciated. Stop by our Latham's office, leave us a call or drop it to The Observer, Post. Box 56, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
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Students explore Neighborhood Roots

By ROGER WILKE
News Staff

Over 100 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students participated in the Neighborhood Roots program last Thursday evening.

The purpose of the program was to learn about the neighborhoods of South Bend.

The tour took the students and other participants through a cross-section of neighborhoods, offering examples of affluent, middle class, ethnic and decaying areas of the city.

After the tour, the students dined on a Hungarian meal and discussed ethnic and decaying areas of the city.

During dinner, South Bend Mayor Roger Parent spoke on the effect of neighborhoods on the city, emphasizing that the success of the

... Thatcher

continued from page 1
two of the soldiers were in serious condition.

Mrs. Thatcher toured the scene of the blast — outside Chelsea Army Barracks less than a mile from Buckingham Palace — before visiting the injured at St. Thomas and Westminster hospitals.

Visibly upset, she pulled a 6 inch nail from the shattered van used in the bombing and said later, "These people are just criminals without regard for human life and limb."

Standing on the hospital steps, Mrs. Thatcher said, "The people who did this were murderers, murderers. This was the most brutal attack I have ever seen."

The New York-based Noraid (Northern Ireland Aid) organization has raised $25,000 for the IRA since March 1, when the IRA launched its hunger strike.

Tens of thousands died in the fast demanding privileges for jailed Irish nationalists — privileges the British government said would amount to political prisoner status, thereby legitimizing the IRA's violent campaign to end British rule in Northern Ireland.
continued from page 1

Mrs. Trilling noted Tarnower’s many affairs, about which Mrs. Harris was “well acquainted” during their 16-year relationship.

“Sexual variety was the pattern of Tarnower’s life, its boast really, which he protected by bachelorhood,” Mrs. Trilling writes. “It was obviously one of Tarnower’s pleasures that his women should be aware of each other.”

Denied Tarnower’s exclusive love, Mrs. Harris turned to money and status, and in that arena the pair mutually used each other, Mrs. Trilling said.

Tarnower was a “vain, self-important” man whose insecurity about being an Eastern European Jew led him to cultivate German Jewish friends and take middle-class respectability from Mrs. Harris’ WASPishness, Mrs. Trilling writes.

For her part, Mrs. Harris never made it among the WASPs of her native Middle West, but “was making it beautifully among the Jews” of New York,” Mrs. Trilling writes.

Mrs. Trilling’s parents were Jews forced out of Poland, and she insisted the “German Jewish-Eastern Jew led him to cultivate German Jewish friends and take middle-class respectability from Mrs. Harris’ WASPishness, Mrs. Trilling writes.

continued from page 1

here, and we didn’t have as many clothes. I have also noticed that over in Alumni Hall this year there is a boy who has a computer. I think this is the wave of the future. Computers will probably be very common around here within the next five years. (Dedrick) We’re trying to address the public facilities, study space and social space in each dormitory. Unfortunately, we are not able to accomplish all that we believe is necessary in these areas as quickly as we would like. In the last three years, however, we have done quite a lot in terms of adding social space, study space, and beds. Q: Will these renovations leave less space to house students?

A: (Dedrick) Definitely not. When you renovate an old building, you tend to find new space; you rework the old space in such a manner that you use it more efficiently. We are actually finding space. (Heppen) We also have a general rule that the architects follow to delegate square footage per student, which we use as an overall guide in any of these renovation projects.

University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh was presented a plaque last night by the residents of Alumni Hall. The plaque commemorated 50 years of service to Notre Dame, and was presented after Mass last night in the hall chapel. The presentation also marked the celebration of Alumni Hall’s 50th anniversary. On hand for the presentation were (left to right) Fr. George Rozum, Alumni rector; Mark Cecil, hall president; Fr. Hesburgh, and John Green.

AN EVENING WITH

Dan Fogelberg

TOUR 1981

Dan Fogelberg’s Band includes:

Joe Velez       Mike Harris
Kenny Passarelli  Mark Hallman
Rus Knelkel      Barry Burton

Wednesday, October 28, 8 P.M., Notre Dame A.C.C.
All Seats Reserved $11.50 and $11.00 On Sale now at:
Sunshine Promotions
presents
TOUR
FEAST OF ST. EDWARD

Wednesday, October 28 8p.m. Notre Dame A.C.C.
All Seats Reserved $11.50 and $11.00 On Sale now at:
A C C. Box Office, Robinson’s-South Bend & Concord Mall,  
St. Joe Bank-Main Branch, First Bank-Main Branch,  
The Elkhart Truth and Seymour Post in Elkhart

NEED A RIDE TO NEW JERSEY? 
OR HOW ABOUT NEW YORK CITY?

THE NEW JERSEY BUS

will get you there. The bus stops in East Brunswick, N. J. and the Port Authority in Manhattan. Approximately 15 seats remain.

The Round-Trip-Only ticket costs $73.

Buses will return before noon on Friday, Oct. 23.

Call Bob Bob Rager at 283-1141 for more information.

NJ Club Members

Tailgater will be at the Navy game not USC.

If you have something to share with the people of the rural South and Appalachia yourself. Find out how you can help, as a Catholic Brother, Sister, or Priest. 

Your request will be treated confidentially.

I’d like information about opportunities with the Glenmary Missioners and the free poster.

I’d like a free copy of the poster only.

Glenmary Missioners
Room 2 Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

Name
Address 
City State
Zip Age

WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters, Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239
FOOTBALL

Saturday's Game
Date: Notre Dame
Home: South Bend, Ind.
Score: 19-7

Tickets

TICKETS

Please call Lorraine at 287-3963.
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Los Angeles opens the league championship series at home Tuesday afternoon against Montreal. The Dodgers will host the Expos on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday night before the best-of-five championship series move to Montreal.

NEW YORK (AP) — Reggie Jackson, New York’s celebrated “Mr. October,” and Oscar Gamble smashed Milwaukee’s Moose Haas, who also lost the playoff opener.

NEW YORK (AP) — Reggie Jackson, New York’s celebrated “Mr. October,” and Oscar Gamble smashed Milwaukee’s Moose Haas, who also lost the playoff opener.

Los Angeles opened the league championship series at home Tuesday afternoon against Montreal. The Dodgers will host the Expos on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday night before the best-of-five championship series move to Montreal.

The victory gave the Yankees the series 3-2 — they won two games in Milwaukee, then dropped two in New York — and sent them on to the A.L. championship series against their ex-manager Billy Martin and his Oakland A’s. The A’s swept Kansas City in three games for the West Division crown.

The best-of-five series begins at Yankee Stadium Tuesday night.

The Dodgers shelled Ryan — who had allowed only two hits in his previous two outings against them — in the seventh inning as they won the best-of-five divisional series after losing the first two games in Houston.

Los Angeles outpitched Nolan Ryan and the Los Angeles Dodgers scored three runs in the sixth inning to soar to their third straight victory over the Houston Astros Sunday, winning 4-0, and qualified for the National League championship series.

Senior forward Ed O’Malley is engaged in a little incidental contact with an unidentified Wisconsin player during yesterday’s 2-2 tie with the Badgers on Cartier Field. The tie keeps Rich Hunter’s club unbeaten through 13 games. For more, see story on page 8. (Photo by Cheryl Erbe)

IN CONCERT

Barry Manilow

IN CONCERT

“IN THE ROUND”

October 13

8PM

Notre Dame A.C.C.

Tickets now on sale at
ACC Box Office Robertson’s-South Bend & Elkhart
First Source Bank Elkhart Truth
St. Joseph Bank Suspended Chord in Elkhart

Choice seating still available

Also available by mail-with check or money order payable to:
Notre Dame-Barry Manilow Show
Notre Dame, Ind. 46556

You must enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope. State number and price of tickets desired.

$15/12.50 Reserved at ACC Box Office Limit 4 tickets per person.

A Jam Production

NOTICE TO WEATHER SYSTEMS

Flights suspended, roads closed for safety.

$2.00 OFF

Large Sicilian Deep Dish Pizza
Good at Cleveland Road Store
across from University Park Mall.
277-5300. One coupon per pizza.

$2.00 OFF

Any 16 or 20-inch Hand Tossed
Round Pizza
Good at Cleveland Road Store
across from University Park Mall.
277-5300. One coupon per pizza.
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“IN THE ROUND”
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8PM

Notre Dame A.C.C.
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First Source Bank Elkhart Truth
St. Joseph Bank Suspended Chord in Elkhart

Choice seating still available

Also available by mail-with check or money order payable to:
Notre Dame-Barry Manilow Show
Notre Dame, Ind. 46556
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$15/12.50 Reserved at ACC Box Office Limit 4 tickets per person.

A Jam Production

NOTICE TO WEATHER SYSTEMS

Flights suspended, roads closed for safety.
Molarity
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Molarity

Don't you?

Do you have a hard time remembering what they are in English? Try this easier way:

1. **2H** (for hydrogen)
2. **1** (for the number of atoms)
3. **HCl** (for the chemical formula)

Thus, the molarity of HCl is 0.1 M.

Doonesbury

Simon

Hey Bill, I need some V counselors. Want to go out this weekend? I've got a lot going on this week.

Michael Molinelli

I'm an anti-sandwich major.

Garry Trudeau

So, where's my Roman Catholicism?

Jeb Cashin

Some Father can't do heaven.

The Daily Crossword

Saturday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS
1. Residences: 29. Shoe part (abbr.) 10. Light snack 34. "Like a water"
2. Frankie 36. "Mary..." 4. Race track figure
3. the singer 39. Marsh 41. Adjutant, as a 42. Recreational
4. Reduce the intensity 40. Division 44. Camel
5. May— 46. Take the blame 48. OSS suicide
6. Play place 54. Venetian 55. RSS successor
8. Intimidation 55. Octor— 56. Locomotive
9. Vincent 58. Locomotive
gold part

SATURDAY'S PUZZLE SOLVED:

26. Fashionable 34. "Like a water"
29. Shoe part 36. "Mary..."
33. Marsh 39. "Mary..."
10. Light snack 40. Division
11. Race track figure 41. Adjutant, as a
12. Frankie 42. Recreational
13. the singer 44. Camel
14. Reduce the intensity 46. Take the blame
15. May— 48. OSS suicide
16. Play place 54. Venetian
17. Benefit perception 55. Octor—
18. Intimidation 56. Locomotive
19. Vincent 58. Locomotive
gold part

Down
1. Facing the pitcher 15. Evening on the town
2. Trespass 16. Other Sin
3. Instructor 17. Scorch
4. Measure 18. Sign of the times
5. Evening on the town 19. Scorch
6. Red's Pete 20. Sign of the times
7. Fleshy 21. Measure
8. Tapestry 22. Evening on the town
9. Ticket part 23. Trespass
10. Ticket part 24. Fleshy
11. Red's Pete 25. Tapestry
12. Fleshy 26. Ticket part
13. Ticket part 27. Fleshy
14. Fleshy 28. Tapestry

Today in History

Today's highlight in history:

In 554, St. Stephen, bishop, was murdered.

In 1492, Christopher Columbus discovered America.

In 1767, the first steamboat, the "Fireman," was launched.

In 1848, the first automobile was invented.

In 1919, the first flight by a woman was recorded.

In 1969, the first man landed on the moon.

In 1981, the first tablet computer was introduced.

Campus

*12:15 p.m. — biology seminar, "current morphological observations on hormone receptor localization," Dr. Alton Ford, Indiana University, Bloomington, geology and science and (room 279), sponsored by biology dept.

*2:30 p.m. — film, "Vulcania," annenberg and, sonic museum.

Television

Tonight

• 7:00 p.m. 16. Little House on the Prairie

• 7:30 p.m. 22. The Two of Us

• 8:00 p.m. 16. Monday Night at the Movies, "Family Reunion"

• 9:00 p.m. 46. Portrait of a Nation

• 9:30 p.m. 46. Portrait of a Nation

• 10:00 p.m. 28. Newswatch 28

• 11:00 p.m. 46. Prance the Lord

• 11:30 p.m. 28. Newscenter 28

Today's Observer

School's out... now for the summer!

Applications for the 1981 Spring Movie Lottery are now available in the Student Union office. Applications will be due Thursday, October 15, 1981, at 4 p.m.
**Irish can’t explain third loss**

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Notre Dame, ranked No. 1 in the nation, played Florida State the night before the 500 mark this late in the season. The Irish felt like they were going in with nothing to lose. The players find that hard to explain. "I don't know what the problem is," said quarterback (Koegel) drew penalty for illegal procedure. "If I knew, we’d do the 5-0.”

"They like their receivers out in the pattern. And I don’t think we’ve ever seen a team get their receivers out in their pattern faster."

"We just weren’t consistent enough offensively, defensively, and they were. "They were able to run the ball against our defense, and those breakdowns were all they needed to get going.

"It’s not hard to find reasons for that. Notre Dame suffered too much breakdowns in their punt returning. They were outplayed by a much faster Seminole squad. The offense failed to produce, and we heard the defense, worried about Notre Dame’s passing game, let the plays and sweeps go. And the players know it.

"Florida State’s biggest asset was its speed," said linebacker Mark Zavagnin. "Both of their backs were as quick as any we’ve faced. And I don’t think we’ve ever seen a team get their receivers out in their pattern faster."

The two teams played a 3-5 halftime tie, and the Irish had a chance to go up by a touchdown when Zavagnin returned an interception to FSU’s seven at the beginning of the third quarter. They were…

**Irish still unbeaten after tying Badgers**

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Notre Dame’s soccer team, ranked ninth in the Midwest regional poll, tied Wisconsin, 1-1, in a 2-2 double-overtime tie yesterday at Carter Field.

"I didn’t think we could sustain a drive on the ground against Notre Dame," agreed FSU Coach Bobby Bowden. "But when we started throwing, their front four dove to lose discipline because of our pass game, so we went to our running game."

"The Irish couldn’t both the Seminoles and the bad breaks. On their next possession, cornerback…

**'Oktoberfest OK'**

Bowden converting skeptics

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Florida State’s Bobby Bowden is quickly making believers out of the skeptics who scoffed at his national-championship chances. "Okay, it’s not easy, but we can win.

"It’s not hard to find reasons for that. Notre Dame suffered too much breakdowns in their punt returning. They were outplayed by a much faster Seminole squad. The offense failed to produce, and we heard the defense, worried about Notre Dame’s passing game, let the plays and sweeps go. And the players know it.

"Florida State’s biggest asset was its speed," said linebacker Mark Zavagnin. "Both of their backs were as quick as any we’ve faced. And I don’t think we’ve ever seen a team get their receivers out in their pattern faster."

The two teams played a 3-5 halftime tie, and the Irish had a chance to go up by a touchdown when Zavagnin returned an interception to FSU’s seven at the beginning of the third quarter. They were…

**Irish can’t explain third loss**

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Notre Dame, ranked No. 1 in the nation, played Florida State the night before the 500 mark this late in the season. The Irish felt like they were going in with nothing to lose. The players find that hard to explain. "I don't know what the problem is," said quarterback (Koegel) drew penalty for illegal procedure. "If I knew, we’d do the 5-0.”

"They like their receivers out in the pattern. And I don’t think we’ve ever seen a team get their receivers out in their pattern faster."

"We just weren’t consistent enough offensively, defensively, and they were. "They were able to run the ball against our defense, and those breakdowns were all they needed to get going.

"It’s not hard to find reasons for that. Notre Dame suffered too much breakdowns in their punt returning. They were outplayed by a much faster Seminole squad. The offense failed to produce, and we heard the defense, worried about Notre Dame’s passing game, let the plays and sweeps go. And the players know it.

"Florida State’s biggest asset was its speed," said linebacker Mark Zavagnin. "Both of their backs were as quick as any we’ve faced. And I don’t think we’ve ever seen a team get their receivers out in their pattern faster."

The two teams played a 3-5 halftime tie, and the Irish had a chance to go up by a touchdown when Zavagnin returned an interception to FSU’s seven at the beginning of the third quarter. They were…

The two goals scored by Notre Dame marked the biggest of the season for Kahale, who leads the Irish with nine goals this season. "It was as good as we’ve seen all year. Nebraska’s was heavy, but Notre Dame was really tough, and its secondary played just as well as we thought it would."

And the senior feels this victory has earned his team its just rewards. "This allows that we can play with the best," he stated. "I mean, we’re on the road for this, and we come up with two big wins. I think now we deserve the respect that Notre Dame and Schulte commanded.

"They might get that from everyone but their own coach. "This was the biggest win I’ll ever have," admitted Bowden. "I’ve always had tremendous admiration for Notre Dame. You can’t imagine how much respect I have for a place that produced the likes of Knute Rockne, Frank Leahy, and a tailback named Rudy Ziegler."